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Abstract: To utilize alkali-activated materials widely, this study investigates the effects of
an intensified pozzolanic reaction and pore filling by silica fume on various material properties
of lime-activated slag mortar. Although ground-granulated blast-furnace slag is classified as
a cementitious material, it commonly requires an activator to enhance the performance of structural
materials. In the first step of the improvement strategy, slag reaction is activated by hydrated lime.
Next, silica fume is added to densify the microstructure by the physical pore filling effect and/or
the pozzolanic reaction that additionally forms hydration products. This increased the compressive
strength by 18% at 28 days and by 25% at 91 days under ambient curing condition, mainly due to the
physical effect. Moreover, elevated temperature curing for three days was highly effective to further
improve the strength, and to accelerate strength development. This is because both the physical effect
and the chemical reaction are effective at the high temperature curing condition. The conducted
microstructural investigation provided the evidence for the intensified pozzolanic reaction and pore
filling effect, both of which are closely related to the mechanical properties. It is also found that the
use of silica fume positively contributes to the dimensional stability. Since the developed material
exhibits high strength (>40 MPa after 14 days) without Portland cement or highly toxic chemicals,
it can be practically used as an eco-friendly structural mortar.

Keywords: alkali-activated material; slag mortar; pozzolanic reaction; pore filling effect;
ground-granulated blast-furnace slag; silica fume

1. Introduction

On 6 October 2018, the intergovernmental panel on climate change approved the report stating
that lowering the upper limit of global warming from below 2.0 ◦C to below 1.5 ◦C would help all life
on earth to survive, including humans [1]. According to the report, the global temperature is already
about 1 ◦C higher than the pre-industrial one, and global CO2 emissions must be reduced by 45% by
2030, as compared to 2010, and the emissions must be zero by 2050, to limit the temperature rising
to within 0.5 ◦C. In this regard, policies and requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions are
expected to be enhanced across all industries. In the construction industry, research and development
on alternative binders to Portland cement (PC) have been conducted for decades [2] to reduce the
demand for PC, which accounts for about 8% of global CO2 emissions during its production [3,4].
Nevertheless, the demand is steadily increasing [5–7]. As an effort to mitigate global warming,
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eco-friendly construction materials should be more widely used. Consequently, practical studies on
improving mechanical properties and durability of the materials have become more important than
ever before.

One way to reduce CO2 emissions is to extensively use alkali-activated materials, which
are composed of an aluminosilicate precursor, such as fly-ash, metakaolin, or ground-granulated
blast-furnace slag (GGBFS), and an alkaline activator [8–10]. In particular, GGBFS is one of the
most suitable precursors in terms of practicality and mechanical performance of the materials [11,12].
In addition, alkali-activated slag composites show lower hydration heat and better durability compared
to PC-based composites [13,14]. However, conventional activators—such as solutions containing
sodium (or potassium) hydroxide and/or sodium silicate [15,16]—have shown limitations in terms of
workability due to rapid setting and high pH (or toxicity), price competitiveness due to high-purity
chemicals, and long-term properties due to a significant amount of shrinkage and salt efflorescence
formation [17,18]. As a remedy, lime activation on the slag has been suggested because of its workability,
durability, and price competitiveness [18,19]. However, this method has also shown some limitations
in terms of mechanical performance and strength development, especially when practical conditions
are reflected; for instance, compressive strength was decreased with increasing aggregate-to-binder
ratio or decreasing curing relative humidity (RH) [19–21]. In addition, shrinkage characteristics of
the lime-activated slag (LAS) composites, under various curing conditions, are not fully understood.
This can also be a factor that hinders its practical utilization [2,22].

In order to use LAS composites practically, the materials should be able to be used as structural
elements, as in PC mortar or concrete. To this end, the materials should possess sufficient mechanical
properties, strength development, and dimensional stability. One promising method to achieve this,
without using PC or strong alkali activators, is to include a reactive pozzolan, such as silica fume (SF),
so that more calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) in the composites can participate in the pozzolanic reaction.
Especially, the reaction by SF is significantly accelerated at an elevated temperature condition [23,24].
As a hexagonal shaped crystal, with a low surface area in the LAS, Ca(OH)2 can be consumed in the
formation of calcium-silicate-hydrate with chemically strong connections; thereby, the weak part of
the composites decreases and the microstructure becomes dense [25]. This, in turn, can contribute
greatly to improving mechanical performance and durability. In addition, the SF, which is composed
of nanoparticles, if not reacted, can physically fill the capillary pores, by the pore filling effect [26,27].
In summary, the addition of SF to the LAS composites can improve their mechanical performance and
durability through physical and chemical means.

To develop a practically usable GGFBS-based structural mortar, this study investigated the
physical and chemical contributions of SF addition on the mechanical performance and dimensional
stability of the mortar. For this, various experiments on hydration reaction, microstructure, materials
properties, and dimensional stability were performed. In addition, since the developed materials
can be utilized in various ways, such as precasting or in situ casting, the effect of initial elevated
temperature curing on the mortar with or without SF was investigated.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The GGBFS was obtained from the Dangin steel manufacturing company in Korea. The hydrated
lime (HL) and SF (Grade 940U, Elkem, Norway) used are commercially available industrial products,
not high-purity (or expensive) chemicals. Fine aggregate that satisfies ISO standards were adopted for
reproducibility of the test results [28]. In addition, a polycarboxylate-ether type superplasticizer
(Flowmix 3000S, Dongnam, Korea) was used for the workability of the mortar. The chemical
composition and morphology analysis of the raw materials are presented in Table 1 and Figure 1,
respectively. These were determined using X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF-1700, Shimadzu, Japan)
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JSM-7800F Prime, JEOL, Japan), respectively. The slag is
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mainly (84.5 wt %) composed of silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3), and calcium oxide (CaO) components,
while the HL is composed mainly (74.5 wt %) of CaO components, induced from Ca(OH)2 and calcium
carbonate (CaCO3). SF has a bulk density of 200–350 kg/m3 based on the manufacturer’s material data
sheet, and specific surface area of 15–30 m2/g based on the previous measurements [29]; it contains
mainly silica (97 wt %), as shown in Table 1. In addition, Figure 1 shows the irregular shaped GGBFS
particles, the plate-shaped Ca(OH)2 in HL particles, and the perfectly globular SF particles. The particle
size distributions of the materials are presented in Figure 2, in terms of percentage volume density.
These were determined by a laser diffraction method using Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments,
Malvern, UK) for GGBFS and HL, and by an image-processing method for SF [26,27]. The laser
diffraction method also provided a specific surface area of GGBFS (6.9 m2/g) and HL (1.3 m2/g).
The particles sizes of GGBFS and HL range within 1–100 µm, while the SF size ranges between
30–500 nm. Thus, it is expected that the nano particles can effectively fill the void between the
micro particles.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of used raw materials (wt %).

Materials SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO K2O Na2O MgO P2O5 TiO2 MnO SO3 LOI 1 Total

GGBFS 30.8 14.4 0.5 39.3 0.4 - 8.6 - 0.8 0.8 3.0 1.3 99.9
Hydrated lime 0.6 0.5 0.1 74.5 0.1 - 1.1 - - - - 23.0 100.0

Silica fume 97.0 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.1 - - 0.2 0.0 99.9
1 Loss on ignition. GGBFS, ground-granulated blast-furnace slag.
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2.2. Sample Preparation

The mix proportions and sample names of the slag mortars are shown in Table 2. Here, alkali-
activated slag, composed of GGBFS and HL (i.e., aluminosilicate and precursor), is considered
a cementing material. In the sample name, REF and REF + SF can be distinguished by the inclusion of
SF (15 wt % of cementing materials), and the weight ratio of fine aggregate to the cementing materials
was three in all the samples. This means that at least 2/3 of the mortar developed consists of aggregate.
In addition, two samples of REF and REF + SF are divided into four samples again, depending on the
curing program. For instance, REF(A) is cured under an ambient curing condition (20 ◦C and RH 60%)
until the test day, whereas REF(E) is subjected to an elevated temperature curing (60 ◦C and RH > 95%)
for the first three days, followed by ambient curing until the test day.

Table 2. Mix proportions of the lime-activated slag mortars (by weight ratio of cementing materials).

Sample Name Curing Program 1 Cementing Materials
(GGBFS:Hydrated Lime)

Silica
Fume

Fine
Aggregate Water Super-

Plasticizer 2

REF(A) Ambient curing

1 (0.7:0.3)

-

3 0.27 0.009
REF + SF(A) 0.15

REF(E) Elevated temperature curing
followed by ambient curing

-
REF + SF(E) 0.15

1 Ambient curing (A): 20 ◦C and 60% relative humidity (RH) until the test day; elevated temperature curing (E):
60 ◦C and >95% of RH for the first three days. 2 Solid contents of polycarboxylate-ether type superplasticizer.

The mortars samples were prepared according to the ASTM standard [30], and cured in
a programmed chamber. The seal of the sample was removed after one day unless the elevated
temperature curing was subjected to the sample, while the seal was removed after three days in the
case of the elevated temperature curing. Meanwhile, paste samples, which do not include aggregate,
were additionally prepared for the experiments on the hydration reaction and microstructure, such as
isothermal calorimetry and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.

2.3. Test Method

2.3.1. Mechanical Properties

Mechanical properties, such as compressive strength, elastic modulus, and flexural strength
tests were performed on the slag mortars. Each property on the test day was determined based on
the average of the three measurements. To measure the compressive strength, the cubic specimens
(50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm) were loaded at 1, 3, 7, 14, 28, 56, and 91 days using a hydraulic universal
testing machine, according to ASTM C109 [31]. The flexural strength of the prismatic specimens
(40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) was measured at 91 days, according to ISO 679 [28]. On the same day,
the elastic modulus was determined by using two strain gauges attached to the surface of the cylindrical
specimen (Φ50 mm × 100 mm), longitudinally. Before loading the specimen, the dimension (diameter
and height) and weight of the cylinder were measured using a digital Vernier caliper (0.02 mm of
accuracy) and an electronic scale (Entris 623i-1S, Sartorius, Germany), respectively. The results were
used for calculating the bulk density of the mortar samples.

2.3.2. Hydration Reaction and Porosity Analysis

The hydration heat emitted from 15 g of paste was measured using an isothermal calorimeter
(TAM AIR, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) for the first three days; here, as presented in Table 2,
the different curing temperatures were subjected to the samples, following previous studies [24,32].
The measured heat flow and cumulative heat were normalized by the weight of the cementing materials
in each paste sample.
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XRD analysis was performed to examine the mineralogical characteristics of the raw materials
and hydrated samples. For the latter case, the pastes samples cured for 28 days were crushed and
grounded into powder form. The prepared powders were placed in a holder of the analyzer (Miniflex,
Rigaku, Japan), and scanned using Cu-Kα radiation with a step size of 0.0033◦ (2θ) (from 5◦ to 50◦).
The crystalline phases were identified by comparing the Bragg peak positions and the intensities from
the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD) [33].

Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was used to investigate the pore structure of the mortar
samples. The mortars cured for 91 days were cut into small cubes (5 mm length on one side), and their
pore size distributions were measured using AutoPore IV 9500 (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA).
The set mercury parameters were 400 MPa, 485 erg/cm2 and 130◦ for the maximum pressure, surface
tension, and contact angle, respectively.

2.3.3. Shrinkage and Weight Loss

Shrinkage behavior of the mortars was examined for 91 days, following the method of the
previous studies [32,34]. For this, a dumbbell-shaped strain gauge (PMF series, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was embedded in the center of the specimen (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm)
longitudinally, and connected to a data logger (TDS-530, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd.). The free
strain was recorded every 5 min, after 10 min of casting, unless elevated temperature curing was
applied to the mortars. In the case of elevated temperature curing, the recording started once the
curing temperature decreased to 20 ◦C.

To measure the autogenous shrinkage, the evaporation of the mortar specimens was prevented
using adhesive aluminum tape right after demolding, while the total shrinkage was measured using
the specimens exposed to the dry air (20 ◦C and RH 60%). The drying shrinkage was determined by
subtracting the autogenous shrinkage from the total shrinkage [32,35]. In addition, using the same
size of specimens (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm), the weight changes were measured during the same
period, with a time interval of one day.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Properties

The compressive strength of LAS mortars is presented in Figure 3. The red and blue lines indicate
the strength development of the mortar with or without elevated temperature curing, respectively.
Regardless of the curing conditions, the SF addition was highly effective in enhancing the strength
(circular mark) of the mortar. In this case, the strength development between one and three days
was especially pronounced. As a result, the mortars with SF showed >30 MPa after seven days,
and >40 MPa after 14 days. This is comparable to that of a normal PC concrete or mortar, and it is
remarkably higher (by 65–84%) than pervious wet-cured LAS composites on the basis of 28 days
strength [18,19]. However, the strength of the mortars without SF (square marks) was considerably
lower (as much as 10–30 MPa) than those with SF (circular marks) after 14 days.

The elevated temperature curing was significantly effective not only to improve the compressive
strength, but to accelerate strength development. For this reason, the LAS + SF(E) exhibited about
60 MPa after three days, in contrast to LAS + SF(A) showing 52 MPa at 91 days. The intensified
pozzolanic reaction at 60 ◦C and the physical pore filling effect by SF could result in these improvements.
The causes can be identified in the next section, based on the obtained evidence from the microstructural
analysis. However, this curing method was not effective unless the reactive pozzolan, SF, was included;
that is, the sample with elevated temperature curing (LAS(E)) showed an almost similar strength
development to the sample without the curing (LAS(A)). This implies that, despite the elevated
temperature curing, the pozzolanic reaction was not promoted without the presence of SF.
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Figure 3. Compressive strength development of slag mortars.

Figure 4a,b show various materials properties of the slag mortars, such as flexural strength, elastic
modulus, and bulk density. Unlike compressive strength, the flexural strength did not vary depending
on the curing temperature except when the SF was included without elevated temperature curing
(Figure 4a). On the other hand, the addition of SF significantly contributed to the increase in the
elastic modulus and the density, irrespective of curing conditions (Figure 4b). That is, the elastic
modulus increased by 26–34%, and the density also increased by the same trend. Based on the test
results in this study, the SF addition was more effective in enhancing the materials properties than the
elevated temperature curing. Regarding the elastic modulus, although the highest data was obtained
when both methods were applied together to the slag mortar (i.e., sample LAS + SF(E)), an almost
similar result was shown in the ambient-cured mortar (i.e., sample LAS + SF(A)). This contrasts with
the result of compressive strength in Figure 3, which shows a considerable difference at 91 days.
Therefore, it can be concluded that elevated temperature curing of slag mortar with SF significantly
improves its post-elastic behavior, which means the behavior after 40% of the maximum load in the
stress-strain curve.
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and density.

3.2. Hydration Reaction and Microstructure

3.2.1. Isothermal Calorimetry

The heat flow and cumulative heat of the paste samples are presented in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
All samples showed a single hydration peak in their heat flow curves for three days (Figure 5a).
As curing temperature rose from 20 to 60 ◦C, the maximum heat flow (height of the main hydration
peak) significantly increased, and its formation timing accelerated from 12–15 h to 2–3 h. However,
at 20 ◦C, the addition of the SF delayed the formation timing by 2.6 h (from 12.4 to 15 h) without any
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increase in the peak height; after which, it did not influence the heat emissions. This resulted in lower
cumulative heat, as shown in Figure 5b (compare two blue lines). In the PC-based composites with
a low water-to-binder ratio (w/b), an ultrafine particle layer on the surface of the cement particle is
formed due to the addition of SF (100,000 SF particles per one cement particle), and it delays the cement
hydration by disturbing water diffusion into cement particles [36–38]. This would be valid in the slag
composites with low w/b, as is the case in this study. On the other hand, at 60 ◦C, the addition of SF
accelerated the formation timing of the peak by 0.5 h (from 2.7 to 2.2 h), as shown in Figure 5a (compare
two red lines). Although the maximum heat flow was slightly reduced before 6 h, it significantly
promoted heat flow after 6 h. As a result, the cumulative heat after 12 h was considerably higher in the
sample with SF than without it (Figure 5b).
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3.2.2. XRD Analysis

Figure 6 shows the collected XRD patterns of the raw materials and the hydrated pastes. Above
all, it is confirmed that SF and HL are mostly composed of amorphous silica (97 wt %), and crystals,
such as portlandite (mineral name of Ca(OH)2) and calcite (mineral name of CaCO3), respectively.
GGBFS contained both amorphous phases and crystals, such as anhydrite, quartz, and merwinite.
These crystals, included in the slag, were also detected in all hydrated samples (refer to black-dashed
lines in Figure 6), indicating these were not newly generated hydration products. Similarly, portlandite
and calcite peaks were also detected in the hydrated samples (green-dashed lines). These should come
from the raw material (i.e., HL) if there was no carbonation. However, the calcite peak formed at about
23◦ (2θ) implies that there was a carbonation reaction during sample curing or preparation process.
Moreover, all hydrated samples showed the formation of ettringite and hydrotalcite as newly generated
crystals. Among them, the former is attributed to the anhydrite in GGBFS [11], and hydrotalcite is
observed as hydration product of LAS composites, due to the magnesium component in the slag [18].

An interesting result is observed when looking at the portlandite peaks in the XRD patterns:
They were enlarged in the figure. Except for the sample with SF and the elevated temperature curing
(i.e., sample LAS + SF(E)), the size of the portlandite peaks in the other samples was almost identical.
On the other hand, the peak size of LAS + SF(E) is remarkably small. This finding suggests that
not much additional pozzolanic reaction, despite the SF addition, took place under the ambient
curing conditions up to 28 days, as also indicated in the heat flow curves in Figure 5. In other words,
a further pozzolanic reaction by the SF addition was valid only under elevated temperature (60 ◦C).
This coincides with the hydration heat test presented in Figure 5, and, thus, suggests that the intensified
pozzolanic reaction was effective after 6 h. Owing to its high specific surface area, the amorphous
silica in SF can be effectively supplied to facilitate the consumption reaction of Ca(OH)2 at an elevated
temperature [39,40]. For this reason, the compressive strength and its development were especially
pronounced in the sample LAS + SF(E). Meanwhile, although there was no additional hydration
reaction (Figure 5) or Ca(OH)2 consumption (Figure 6), the material properties of the ambient-cured
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mortars were significantly improved by the SF addition, as mentioned in Section 3.1. In this case,
therefore, the pore filling effect rather than the intensified pozzolanic reaction might have contributed
to the improvements.
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3.2.3. Pore Structure Analysis

Figure 7 shows the pore size distribution of the slag mortars at 91 days. In terms of the reduction
in total porosity, the addition of SF was effective regardless of the curing conditions, while the elevated
temperature curing was only effective when SF was included. Furthermore, the evidence of the pore
filling effect by SF is found in the figure. In the case of ambient curing, the volume of the pores
corresponding to the size of SF is considerably lower in LAS + SF(A) than in LAS(A). This is due to
the pore filling effect by SF, which fills the large capillary pores (50 nm–1 µm) [41,42]. As a result,
the volume of the capillary pores, smaller than the size of SF (i.e., 10–30 nm), increased. However,
the filling effect was not clearly observed in the mortars with elevated temperature curing. Moreover,
the volume of the pores between 4–30 nm, not between 30–50 nm, decreased. A promising reason for
such an inconsistent change in the pore structure is the cross-over effect, which will be discussed in the
next paragraph.

Another notable finding is the peak formed between 600–1000 nm, which occurred only in LAS(E)
among all samples. This could have affected the long-term strength after 28 days negatively, as shown
in Figure 3, because capillary pores larger than 50 nm have the primary effect on strength [25]. Similar
results (i.e., loss in long-term strength, due to elevated temperature curing) have been reported in
alkali-activated slag composites [43]. In addition to this, the long-term strength could have been
affected by the cross-over effect [44,45]. If the hydration rate is too fast to have enough time to
uniformly distribute the produced hydration products around the slag particles, the pore structure
is unevenly distributed, causing the formation of large capillary pores that can potentially reduce
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the long-term strength and elastic modulus [17,43]. Hence, the cross-over effect can also explain the
reason behind that elevated temperature curing was hardly effective in improving the elastic modulus,
as mentioned in Section 3.1. Furthermore, the current study additionally reports that undesirable
results in long-term strength, due to initial elevated temperature curing, can be mitigated by adding SF;
indeed, the mechanical properties are remarkably improved due to the intensified pozzolanic reaction.
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3.3. Shrinkage and Weight Loss

The shrinkage behaviors of the LAS mortars with or without SF are shown in Figure 8. Under
the ambient curing condition, autogenous shrinkage steadily proceeded for 91 days (Figure 8a) and,
in turn, occupied almost half of the total shrinkage at 91 days (Figure 9). This means that both
self-desiccation and water evaporation concurrently occurred unless sealed and that autogenous
shrinkage is an important component of the total shrinkage of the developed slag mortars. In general,
autogenous shrinkage occurs in a paste with a low w/b, because of the self-desiccation in the capillary
pores, which is caused by the water-consuming hydration reaction [46,47]. The continuously increased
hydration heat shown in Figure 5b, demonstrates that the slag reaction and/or pozzolanic reaction was
valid in the LAS mortars. Furthermore, the strength development of the ambient-cured samples implies
a steady hydration reaction for 91 days (Figure 3). However, the autogenous shrinkage decreased due
to the SF addition at the ambient curing condition. This can be explained by the disturbed slag reaction
as presented in Figure 5b.
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Previously, a low w/b (0.3) slag paste activated by PC (GGBFS:PC = 85%:15%) also continued
to shrink under a sealed condition, at least for 28 days [48]. The long-term hydration reaction in
a low w/b system consumes internal moisture continually while making the microstructure denser,
which contributes to the increase in the autogenous shrinkage [48,49]. For this reason, both previous
and current studies have consistently shown the occurrence of long-term autogenous shrinkage in
the GGBFS-based composites. However, unlike the LAS system, the shrinkage of the PC-activated
slag started after five days; this is attributed to a late activation of the slag [48]. In other words,
the insufficient amount of Ca(OH)2, to activate slag reaction, is generated as a result of the cement
hydration in PC based slag system. In the LAS system, on the other hand, high amount of Ca(OH)2 is
initially provided. This results in the instantaneous shrinkage (Figure 8a). This comparison suggests
that Ca(OH)2 has an important role in the autogenous shrinkage of GGBFS-based composites.
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It is well known that drying shrinkage in concrete or mortar is caused by water evaporation [50,51].
As soon as the seal was removed on the next day of casting, the total shrinkage (or drying shrinkage)
proceeded very rapidly for about one week (Figure 8a). This can be clearly explained by weight change,
as shown in Figure 10, in which weight loss due to evaporation is exceptionally significant for the first
week. The figure also provides the reason why the total shrinkage is lower in LAS + SF(A) than in
LAS(A). SF particles adsorb water in the mortar [52], and thus driving force for the drying shrinkage
is reduced [50]. Consequently, the decrease in water evaporation, due to SF addition, as well as the
reduction in autogenous shrinkage, contributed to a decrease in the total shrinkage.
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The shrinkage behavior after elevated temperature curing is presented in Figure 8b. The amount
of autogenous shrinkage between three and 91 days was considerably small, as compared to the
case without the elevated temperature curing. This can be explained by the accelerated slag
and/or pozzolanic reaction during the first three days, as indicated in Figure 5. During this period,
a considerable amount of water in the capillaries is expected to be consumed for the slag and/or
pozzolanic reaction. Thus, weight loss after three days should be significantly low, as compared
to the case of ambient curing. This is, indeed, confirmed in LAS + SF(E), as its drying shrinkage
and weight loss at 91 days were especially small among all samples. However, those of LAS(E) are
significantly large; in other words, the drying shrinkage and weight loss are three times and two times
than LAS + SF(E), respectively. This again indicates that the pozzolanic reaction, which consumes HL
and water, was promoted due to the addition of SF. Although the causes are different, the addition
of SF contributed to reducing both autogenous and total shrinkages of LAS mortars with or without
elevated temperature curing.

4. Conclusions

In an effort to reduce the consumption of PC, this study investigated the influence of the pore
filling effect and the intensified pozzolanic reaction by SF on various material properties of LAS
mortar. The addition of SF was highly effective to improve the mechanical properties of the slag mortar.
Without an elevated temperature curing, compressive strength, elastic modulus and flexural strength
increased by 25%, 34%, and 18% at 91 days, respectively. As a result, the mortar with SF showed
>40 MPa after 14 days at a room temperature of 20 ◦C. The hydration reaction and microstructural
analysis confirmed the physical contribution of the ultrafine SF particles, which is explained by the pore
filling effect. Due to this, the volume of large capillary pores, which is closely related to mechanical
properties, decreased. At an elevated temperature of 60 ◦C, the SF addition promoted the pozzolanic
reaction of the mortar. This not only increased compressive strength, but also accelerated the strength
development. For this reason, a high strength of about 60 MPa could be achieved after three days.
In addition, the LAS mortar showed both autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage gradually
increased up to 91 days. However, the addition of SF was effective in improving dimensional stability
of the slag mortar, regardless of the curing conditions.
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